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Fang: Metaphysics and Money-Making

Achilles Fang
METAPHYSICS AND
MONEY-MAKING

A

as T recent purveyor of Oriental wisdom is a popular
monthly which would peddle a "Chinese proverb":

If there is righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in
the character. If there is beauty in the character, there will be harmony in the home. 1£ there is harmony in the home, there will be order in the nation. When there is order in the nation, there will be
peace in the world. 1

This is neither proverbial nor Chinese. It is rather a conglomeration of Judaeo-Christian ("righteousness," "peace") and GraecoRoman, ("beauty," "harmony," "order") concepts. This ~s a far
cry hom the actual passage, which Ezra Pound renders faithfully
and clearly in The Great Digest (Ta-hsio) :2
When things had been classified in organic categories, knowledge
moved toward fulfillment; given the extreme knowable points, the inarticulate thoughts were defined with precision. Having attained this
precise verbal definition (aliter, this sincerity), they then stabilized
their hearts, they disciplined themselves;3 having attained self-discipline, they set their own houses in order; having order in their homes,
they brought good government to their own states; and when their
states were well governed, the empire was brought into equilibrium.
As a matter of fact this passage, attributed to Confucius, may
be taken as a recapitulation of the musically composed Ta-hsio.
1 Ladies Home Journal, Oct., 1952, p. 112. The "proverb" seems to be of the same
cut as a Berlitz school advertisement: "Confucius said: Speak to every man in his
own language:'
2 Confucius: The Great Digest and the Unwobbling Pivot. Translation and commentary by Ezra Pound. with ideograms from the stone classics of 837 A.D. New
York: New Directions, 1951. 189 pp. $3.50. The text is on the whole that of an ear· ,
lier edition (now out of print) published as Pharos, Number Four (Winter. 1947) .
3 Mr. Pound might have rendered this clause "Having attained this precise verbal
definition, they stabilized their hearts; having attained stabilization in their hearts,
they disciplined themselves."
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It is then developed, theme after theme, by his disciple Tseng.
The final movement, mainly devoted to a masterly exposition of
what may be called volitionist economics, and a scathing denunciation of government of businessmen, by businessmen, for busi·
nessmen, ends with the coda, repeated from an earlier passage:
A state does not profit by profits.
Honesty is the treasure of states.
And this coda is taken up as a theme for variations in the opening
passage of the Book of Mencius.
In short, The Great Digest or Ta·hsio is a compact homogeneous tract. On the other hand The Unwobbling Pivot (Chungyung) , supposedly written by Confucius' grandson Tsze Sze for
the benefit of his disciple Mencius, looks like a sprawling treatise;
some acute scholars have sugges~ed that it is telescoped from two
distinct tracts. The second part (sections 20-33) is concerned
with "sincerity and intelligence"-a theme which, briefly touched
on in the very beginning of The Great Digest} is here developed
in all its ramifications. 4 As for the part dealing with chung-yung
or properly chung ("axis" or "center" in Pound's interpretation) , and yung ("harmony"), the underlying concept seems to
be "respect," ching. A concept Tolstoy found to be characteristic
of Chinese pietism, respect or reverence is to be understood as
self-respect and consequent considerateness for others. The secular morals of Confucianism seem to have this concept as a pivot.
Thus considered, the sections on chung-yung fit in well with
those on sincerity and intelligence. Together they form a whole.
a "metaphysical" interpretation of the essential nature of man.
Pound's view that The Unwobbling Pivot "contains what is
usually supposed not to exist, namely the Confucian metaphysics," probably will not be seriously challenged.o It is true that the
4 Almost ad nauseam; sections 27-33 are not translated
5 As far as Pound himself is concerned, it can safely

by Pound_
be said that this book is in·
dispensable to the study of his poetry and poetics. Indispensable because, as a Confucian of long standing, Pound will probably subscribe to evel)' major concept of
the book; Pound the man and Pound the poet (quer)'; how distinct is the difference
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Chinese, ."the most anti-metaphysical of social animals," have
seldom been given to what the late F. H. Bradley would call "the
finding of bad reasons for what we believe upon instinct." And
yet a statement like "Only the most absolute sincerity under
heaven can effect any change," cannot but be considered as metaphysical, at least for lack of a better term. At any rate, The Un-'
wobbling Pivot does not stop at metaphysics; it places political
economy squarely in the framework of metaphysics or, if you will,
psychology.
It is hard to overestimate the importance-both organic and
historic-of the Ta-hsio and the Chung-yung. It is in these two
treatises that Confucius becomes Confucian, that "Confucianism" becomes articulate. It is no wonder that, ever since the neoConfucians of the twelfth century "discovered" these treatises,
earnest followers of Confucius have taken them as their bible.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, however, the epigones
of neo-Confucianism unfortunately lost sight of the dynamic
quality of this thought, only to waste their time contemplating
their navHs. These Buddhists in Confucian garb started by examining their conscience on the basis of scattered phrases in their
bible (e.g.. "sincerity") ; they were bound to fizzle out in sheer
vacuity, for "true penitence condemns to silence." The aftermath
of such a course was sure to be catastrophic: by'the seventeenth
century the two treatises, especially the Chung-yung, lost a good
part ofIthe hold they once had on the intellectual elite. The term
chung-yung degenerated in value (something like the Horatian
drivel of aurea mediocritas) , eventually acquiring the opprobrious sense of compromise and opportunism, while the phrase "a
chief way for the production of wealth" (The Great Digest, p.
83) , disengaged from its context, came to mean "all is grist that
comes to my mill" in the mouth of the ruthlessly money-minded,
a conspicuous class even in Chinese society.
'
between the two aspects?) will be better understood if the book is digested by 'his
students. Moreover the dominant themes of his Cantos, and its occasional "obscure"
lines. can be elucidated in the light of this book.
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It will be interesting to see how this book fares now in America.
Ezra Pound probably sets great store by the educational possibility of the work. True to the Confucian belief that a man is nothing if not homo politicus, the book intends to give politico-ethicoeconomic education to the scholar, who should govern the world.
If all power is corrupting, perhaps it is so because, among other
things, the incorrigibly corrupt and the constitutionally weak
have the knack of acquiring power; hence the most sensible remedy would be to try to educate potential power-wielders first. Provided, of course, that one is a firm believer in the educability of
the human race. Mr. Pound seems to believe in it.

Myron Ochshorn

IN SEARCH OF

E~ILY

DICKINSON

The supreme evil committable by a critic is to
turn men away from the bright and the living.
The ignominious failure of ANY critic (however
low) is to fail to find something to ar()use the appetite of his audience, to read, to se~, to experience.-ElRA POUND

there is nothing in Rebecca Patterson'sl or
Richard Chase's2 book to arouse the appetite. The one is
a rather hideous example of dull, pointless "scholarship,"
which tells us that all of Emily Dickinson's poetry becomes unriddled if we realize that she almost slept with a girl friend named
Kate Scott Anthon. ("About April, 1861, with pain and reluc-

C

E R T A I N LY

1 The Riddle of Emily Dickinson. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951, 434 pp.
$4'5°'
2 Emily Dickinson. "The American Men of Letters Series." New York: William
Sloane Associates. 1951. 328 pp. $4.00.
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